
Get ready for a high-energy, cook your way around the world Master Chef style! A hands-on interactive ‘food 
and entertainment’ event that that builds up to a major climax and prize-giving. You create your evening by 
choosing what activities your team will enjoy. The show is at your place or ours. We make it happen, you 
watch your team bond!

Your group is greeted by our Chef and then split into groups to rotate around the food pods. Each group 
completes each food pod in approximately 20 minutes. You’ll watch demonstrations from the food pod 
leader who is a trained and professional Social Cooking presenter and then you create your own delicious 
morsels. Prepare to be entertained and challenged throughout the night.

Take a break in the chill out area and catch up with friends as you go in and out of the cooking pods. An 
element of competition can be added to see who is hot in the kitchen but the flow and overall theme is a 
good time and entertaining and innovative night out. We’ll take photos throughout the evening so you can 
be captured in the moment!

No group is too large. Great for 30 or 200 attendees. Groups rotate between 4 or 5 interactive food pods 
including: Chocolate Baskets, Sushi, WOW (World of Wearable Arts pavlova decorating challenge), Cocktails,
Vietnamese Spring Rolls, or Gourmet Italian Pizza.

FOOD
SYMPHONY LIVE
ENTERTAINING l HEALTHY l DELICIOUS

FOOD SYMPHONY KEY WORDS: 
HIGH ENERGY, ACTION-PACKED, 

EDGY, GREAT MUSIC, TOTAL 
CHEF SUPPORT, INCLUSIVE, 

REWARDING, HANDS ON, 
TEAMWORK, MEMORABLE, NO 

COOKING DISASTERS, STUNNING 
FINALE, PRIZE GIVING, 

EVERYONE SEATS TOGETHER 
AND EATS AS A TEAM, INCLUDES 

A BIG DINNER

“The atmosphere was electric, 
fun and very rewarding. Our 
staff can’t stop talking about 
the event.” 
Nicky Dubery, SKYCITY Auckland

WELLINGTON, AUCKLAND & 
NATIONAL EVENTS

GRAHAM BLOXHAM - FOUNDER
GRAHAM@SOCIALCOOKING.CO.NZ
027 552 6335 

KAREN JOHNSTONE - AUCKLAND MANAGER 
KAREN@SOCIALCOOKING.CO.NZ
022 584 9200

We have a fully stocked bar for wine, beer and 
non-alcoholic drinks. 

We run shows at 9 am champagne brunches, 
12 pm midday and 6 pm, allow 3 hours for each 
cooking show.

We host up to 80 people on site and up to 
200 people off-site for food symphony, our full 

powered large group food extravaganza. 


